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Abstract—Over the last few years, there has been a significant
increase in the number of IP cameras used in various places
including markets, malls, pharmacies, movie theatres and schools.
Recent products on the market are cloud-based and upload the
captured video to a cloud server. With widespread use, security of
these IP cameras emerges as an important issue. However, there
is still very little work done on the security of these devices.
In this paper, we investigate security of cloud-based wireless IP
cameras. Security of these devices spans multiple research areas

including secure multimedia, network security and cloud security.
We have investigated the traffic generated by a low-end, easy-to-
setup, off-the-shelf wireless IP camera for average home user. We
explored the security precautions taken by the manufacturers of
IP cameras and evaluated the access control mechanisms in place.
We used a variety of open source and non-commercial tools in
our investigation. We identified many security and privacy issues
in using these devices ranging from minor to severe issues. We
showed that if a malicious person can sniff the IP camera’s
network traffic anywhere in between the mobile device-cloud
servers-IP camera path, he would be able to reconstruct the
JPEG images, which is a serious a privacy issue.

Index Terms—Security, Privacy, Multimedia, IoT, IP Camera

I. INTRODUCTION

IP camera [14] is a type of digital video camera commonly

employed for surveillance, that can send and receive data via

a computer network. Figure 1 shows a typical wireless IP

camera.

Fig. 1. Belkin NetCam Wi-Fi IP Camera

IP cameras offer many advantages which contributed to

their widespread use. They support two-way audio and allow

users to communicate with what they see. Many IP cameras

support pan, tilt and zoom functions and wireless cameras can

be moved anywhere on the network. They have a processing

node that allows video analytics to be done on the IP camera.

IP cameras also allow remote access and live video can be

viewed on a computer, a smart-phone or another device. IP

cameras offer secure data transmission through encryption and

authentication. A major disadvantage of IP cameras is cost.

Since they have high bandwidth and processing requirements,

they need more resources at the device.

Early IP cameras stored the captured video on the camera

or on another local computer. This hindered the use of IP

cameras. Users had to configure storage and set up a streaming

server in order to stream the video. Recent products on the

market store the captured video on a cloud server that can be

accessed anywhere over the internet using a computer or a

smart-phone. IP camera communicates with the cloud server

and users contact the cloud server to view the captured video.

During normal operation, there is no direct communication

between the user and the IP camera. Users need not worry

about storage or streaming issues since the cloud handles these

on behalf of the user.

IP cameras are widely deployed in various settings and

security of these devices emerge as an important issue. Many

users are aware of the potential security risks. However, there

is not enough work on security of these devices. Even if the

IP camera is shipped with the latest security features, user

actions can lead to security problems as well. Not changing

the default settings of the devices or failing to update to the

latest firmware can render these devices insecure. In addition,

many security tools are not designed to support IP cameras.

For example, vulnerability scanners have limited support for

IP cameras. Thus, more work needs to be done on the security

and privacy of these devices.

In this paper, we investigate the network communications

of a cloud based wireless IP camera, and identify the security

and privacy issues.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

discusses the related work on Wireless IP Cameras, their se-

curity and provides background information about the Belkin

NetCam and similar products. Experimental test-bed setup and

experimental results are given in Section III. Conclusion of the



paper and future work plans about security of Belkin NetCam

is presented in Section IV.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

IP cameras are key devices for video surveillance systems.

Security and privacy standing of these devices are important

and needs to be studied in detail. With the recent integration

of cloud support into IP camera surveillance systems, video

transmission to a remote third party cloud server increases the

risk on secure multimedia. Even though multiple vulnerabili-

ties discovered in the wild, an academic study of the issue has

not been published to the best of our knowledge.

A serious vulnerability in Foscam wireless IP cameras that

are connected to the Internet was discovered [11]. Exploiting

this weakness, attackers could hijack the camera and alter the

firmware. Even if the camera is installed in a home network

and assigned a local IP address, it is accessible from the

Internet after setting up the port-forwarding rules on the home-

router. This feature enables the camera owner to connect to

the camera from anywhere. This convenience exposes the IP

camera to the Internet and outside threats [16].

Another vulnerability that enables remote attackers to access

the live-stream was disclosed for Trendnet IP cameras [8]. In

this exploit, Trendnet Wi-Fi IP Camera (TV-IP110W) firmware

binary was downloaded and examined with binwalk to fin-

gerprint file headers that exist inside the firmware file. This

revealed two gzip compressed files packed into the firmware.

Then using a common linux tool dd, the contents of firmware

were cut into pieces and after extracting them, server scripts

in minix file system were revealed. The examiner found out

a file under server folder which contains a cgi-bin script

that retrieves a live-stream from the camera. This is normal,

however author finds that even after password protecting the

camera for all users, the live-stream was still available by the

cgi-bin script under anony folder of camera server. Examining

the basic HTTP authentication realm of the TRENDNET

camera showed that ”netcam” was used as the realm. With

this knowledge, author searched the world wide web over

shodanhq [7] search engine for the keyword ”netcam” and

found out that there were 350 vulnerable devices all over the

world.

A more recent hack of a popular IP camera was revealed in

DefCon’22 conference [20]. In their investigation, researchers

took apart Dropcam IP camera in order to get access to the

root shell by attaching cables to the PCB board under the hood

over the UART pins, modified and re-flashed the firmware

with malicious code. They have found out that Dropcam had

a vulnerable version of OpenSSL library with heartbleed bug,

busybox version in it had a vulnerability leading to remote

code execution and iOS setup app is vulnerable to MitM

attacks due to not checking SSL certificates. Even though this

kind of attack requires physical access to the camera to be

hacked, its still not impossible considering the locations of IP

cameras that are installed around us.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide and discuss the results of

experiments executed on the test-bed.

MIRRORED PACKETS SNIFFER

ROUTER

Tablet with NETCAM App

NETCAM CLOUD

NETCAM

Fig. 2. Experimental Network Setup

A. Home-Network Testbed Setup

Our experimental test-bed setup is depicted in Figure 2.

Test-bed comprised of; a Belkin NetCam wireless IP camera,

an Android tablet with NetCam app, and a laptop as a traffic

sniffing/monitoring device that are all connected to a D-Link

DIR-615 v.E3 Wireless Router.

The wireless router used in the experimental test-bed was

a fairly cheap, low-end, off-the shelf device that is targeted

for average home-user. Router hardware is flashed with open-

source Open-Wrt [3] firmware. Open-Wrt is a linux based

alternative open-source firmware suitable for a great variety

of WLAN routers and embedded systems. We made use of

iptables [1] firewall that is embedded into linux based kernel

of Open-Wrt.

Even though linux kernels include iptables, due to memory

space limitations of target devices Open-Wrt excluded the

module required for port-mirroring functionality, which is

called ipt TEE. We have customized and rebuilt the kernel

source code after adding support for iptables kernel module

ipt TEE. With the ipt TEE support, it was possible to mimic

the high-end router capability called as ”Port-Mirroring” or

”Port-Spanning” with our cheap, low-end router.

Via adding firewall rules to mangle table of iptables, in order

to send a copy of each packet destined to or sourced from the

NetCam IP camera, we were able to monitor the ingress and

egress network traffic.

The following iptables rules are used to mirror all of the

network communication;

$ iptables -t mangle -A POSTROUTING -s 192.168.1.0/24 -j TEE --gateway 192.168.1.154

$ iptables -t mangle -A POSTROUTING -d 192.168.1.0/24 -j TEE --gateway 192.168.1.154

The first firewall rule, sends a copy of all locally generated

packets to the local monitoring gateway machine at IP address

192.168.1.154, which is running Wireshark to capture the

packets. Second rule mirrors a copy of each packet that is

destined to a local machine, coming from an outside machine.



B. Belkin NetCam

In our experiments we used a basic, low-cost wireless IP

camera from Belkin, branded as “NetCam” [14]. The same

exact camera is re-branded under several other names from

other manufacturers. SwannSmart ADS-450 which is on sale

for Europe, Australia and Canada market; ZyXEL IPC-1165N

network camera and Linksys WNC-100 are all exactly the same

as Belkin NetCam.

All these similar cameras with different brand names are

using the same digital video recording cloud service company

Seedonk (cloud.seedonk.com)’s infrastructure for storing the

image and video streams, which is named as Seedonk’s Cloud

DVR.

NetCam has an embedded VGA 1/4 inch CMOS sensor,

which utilizes MJPEG and JPEG for still images. Resolution

of the images could be 160x120, 320x240 or 640x480. For

networking, there is an Ethernet port (RJ-45) behind the cam-

era and an embedded Wireless module (802.11b/g/n) inside.

C. Experiments, Results & Findings

In our experiments we had a NetCam wireless IP camera

and an Android Nexus tablet that’s used to set-up the camera as

explained in Section III-A. “Netcam App” is installed onto

the Android tablet from the “PlayStore” (Official Android

App Market). We have experimented with the NetCam and

captured it’s network traffic while it’s idle as well as when

camera is actively streaming to the cloud. We examined

it before and after the setup; executed vulnerability scans,

investigated its internal processes and so on. The details of

the experiments are presented below;

(i) Before NetCam Setup: Once NetCam is powered up in

set-up mode, it creates its own wireless access-point named

NetCamBB00. A mobile device with NetCam app is supposed

to connect to NetCam’s access-point and go through the

steps in order to properly set the camera up. We wanted to

examine the access-point that IP camera creates in set-up

mode and scanned it with airodump-ng [10] and nmap [15]

tools. Running aerodump-ng in scanning mode reveals that,

Channel-1 is used by the NetCamBB00 access point, which

does not use encryption and the data transfer rate is over 54

MBits/sec with QoS enabled. After connecting the Android

tablet running NetCam app to NetCamBB00 wireless access-

point, it is assigned a DHCP address of 10.68.68.100 while

NetCAM’s IP address was 10.68.68.22 acting as a gateway. We

connected another laptop to the NetCamBB00 access-point and

did several nmap scans on NetCam with nmap version 6.40.

Scan revealed 2 open ports on the IP camera acting as an

access point; TCP port 23 for Telnet service and TCP port

80 for http was open and listening for incoming connections.

MAC address of the access point starts with EC:1A:59, which

belongs to Belkin International Inc.

NetCam IP camera was running a web server on port 80

and when accessed with a browser, asks for a username and

password, introduces itself as Camera Web Server.

OS & Version detection scan (nmap -v -O -sV) returned

the “Device Type” as “General Purpose” and listed the OS

Details as Linux 2.6.13 - 2.6.28.

UDP scan (nmap -v -sU) revealed two ports in open, filtered

state. UDP port 68 was listening for incoming DHCP packets,

while UDP Port 10000 was also listening for NDMP UDP

connections. However, during our experiments spanning days

of network packet captures, we did not capture any specific

UDP traffic involving port 10000 which is for Network Data

Management Protocol (NDMP).

(ii) After NetCam Setup: Once the setup is completed,

IP camera is connected to the home wireless network and

gets a DHCP address from the router. The problem here is,

the ports that were open before setup; UDP ports 68, 10000

and TCP Ports 23, 80; remain in open state. Most vulnerable

port among them is the Telnet port (TCP 23). Anyone that’s

on the same local network as NetCam, could open a Telnet

connection and login to the NetCam with default username,

password credentials; admin, admin. After login with default

credentials, root access to the filesystem is granted; basically

one can delete anything on the filesystem or create new files

including malicious scripts. There is not an option to close the

open ports manually neither in the NetCam Android app nor

in the online management console (https://netcam.belkin.com).

Thus, we believe that the Telnet port is left open for accessing

the camera in a programmatic way by the vendor for updating

the firmware. Another possibility is that the Telnet port was

used during the product development and forgotten in open

state before public release.

We wanted to inspect the filesystem, management scripts

and processes that are running on the camera via a Telnet ses-

sion. NetCam is running BusyBox-v1.12.1 [19] as an embedded

Linux and it welcomes the Telnet user with an ash shell.

It is a Unix based system, and most basic Unix commands

are available. Running help command at the Telnet command

prompt, lists the built-in commands.

The binaries and shell scripts are located under /bin, /sbin

and /usr/bin, /usr/bin folders. All of the custom and NetCam

specific shell scripts are located under /sbin folder while

/usr/sbin contains the binaries coming from BusyBox Linux

kernel. Similarly, the folder /usr/bin contains binaries from

BusyBox project and /bin comprises of binaries specific to

NetCam.

The BusyBox system offers applets for Unix commands,

that could be enabled or disabled according to the space

limitations of the target embedded device that BusyBox will

be installed. NetCam engineers chose not to include standard

Linux user management commands like adduser, useradd or

addgroup. This was probably because there would be no

need to add another user account to the system under normal

conditions. On the other hand, chpasswd command is included

which changes a password for a current user. That would have

been more secure if the system had automatically changed the

default admin password maybe after setup is completed. The

password file is /etc/passwd and user-group assignments are

stored in the /etc/passwd- file, however there is no shadow



file as one exists in contemporary linux distributions. Since the

user password management commands are not available in the

embedded OS of the Netcam, we wanted to try adding another

user by modifying the password file under /etc folder. Using

vi text editor that is already in the BusyBox, one can change

the admin password or add another user after logging in with

the default credentials. As can be found at BusyBox website

[19], the algorithms used for encrypting the user passwords

before storing in the /etc/passwd file are well-documented.

The default password encryption uses DES algorithm while

MD5 and SHA1 are also possible. The format used in the

NetCam’s /etc/passwd file is shown below;

admin:ZaV4O7vwngZmc:0:0:Administrator:/:/bin/sh

“admin” is the only user in the system and it is a member

of the group “Administrator” which uses “sh” as default shell

and home directory is root “/”. Password field is the second

field, which is an old style DES encrypted password according

to BusyBox documentation. Knowing the default password for

the username admin, which is also ”admin”; the encryption

algorithm used which is DES; and the encrypted password

which is ZaV4O7vwngZmc, the only missing part is the salt

used for the encryption. According to man page for crypt()

function, which implements password and data encryption in

Unix based systems, salt is a two-character string chosen from

the set [a− zA−Z0− 9./]. This string is used to perturb the

algorithm in one of 4096 different ways.

By implementing a small Python script described above, we

were able to find out that the salt used by the BusyBox for en-

crypting the admin password was “Za”. Interesting part is that

the encrypted password’s first two characters are always the

salt used for DES encryption. Each call to chpasswd command

for changing the password, uses a random two character salt.

This way, the encrypted password in /etc/password is different

each time even if the same password is used, because system

generates a random salt at each invocation of the command.

After these observations we have created a shadow user

with a password by adding an entry in /etc/password file in

the format;

shadowUser:EnCrYtEDpwd:0:0:Administrator:/:/bin/sh

We have used the mkpasswd command in a linux box to

generate the encrypted password as follows;

mkpasswd p@SsWd salt, where p@SsWd is the password to

be encrypted and salt is the salt used in the encryption. Using

the same method above, we were able to change the default

password for default user and update the /etc/passwd file.

(iii) Network communication when NetCam is idle: We’ve

examined the IP camera behaviour in idle; when there is no

live streaming or any user interaction with the camera. Going

over the captured pcap traces, there were two characteristic

communication patterns observed in IP camera network traffic.

Firstly, maintainance of a TCP connection with a Seedonk

cloud server (server.seedonk.com), and secondly; regular DNS

queries that questions where server.seedonk.com is located.

Seedonk is a video-monitoring and video sharing platform.

NetCam which is a Belkin product is using Seedonk cloud

based video platform as its back-end. That’s the reason why

the NetCam network communication in idle is with Seedonk

servers. Once the camera is set-up by the camera owner,

it registers itself with seedonk cloud servers. During the

registration and set-up; camera owner creates an account with

username and password. With this credentials, camera owner

can login to https://netcam.belkin.com/, then chose the IP

camera from a list of available ones and access the live camera

feed.

TCP: [PSH, ACK]

TCP: [ACK]

TCP: [ACK]

TCP: [PSH, ACK]

TCP: [ACK]
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Fig. 3. NetCam and Cloud Keeping Connection Alive

After setup, camera opens a TCP connection to a Seedonk

cloud server’s TCP port 4104 (IP range 64.62.206.0/24) and

maintains the connection. With a 15 second interval, NetCam

sends a TCP packet that has [PSH,ACK] fields set, which

in turn gets replied by an TCP [ACK] packet from the

server. Server on the other end of the connection also sends

a [PSH,ACK] packet to NetCam every 45 seconds which

is acknowledged by the camera. Also, the contents of the

TCP packet with [PSH,ACK] flags sent by NetCam carries

a data payload of 2 bytes; 77 11 and Cloud server’s payload

is 77 66 0a 00. Figure 3 shows the pattern of packet

exchange between NetCam and Seedonk Cloud servers to keep

the connection alive at all times. This way, when an owner of a

NetCam logs into his/her NetCam account, the system knows

that camera is online since the connection has been kept-alive.

As long as camera can access the internet, there is always a

TCP connection kept-alive between local (behind the router)

IP camera and the Seedonk cloud servers.

To experiment with the camera, we blocked the internet

access of NetCam. In case there is no response from the

other side of the connection, NetCam starts sending ICMP

Ping requests to the cloud server’s IP address with 1 second

interval. It keeps pinging as long as there is no answer.



Once the internet connection is restored and cloud server is

responding back to the ICMP Ping requests, NetCam and

cloud server establish the connection and keep it alive with

regular [PSH,ACK] packets.

Examining the pcap network traffic capture, we saw that the

camera queries the IP address of server.seedonk.com in regular

intervals from Google’s DNS server. In idle when there is no

live streaming done, without any connections, camera queries

Google DNS server (8.8.8.8) every 51 seconds on average.

Another network pattern in NetCam communications is the

ICMP requests to server.seedonk.com IP address. This pattern

is a ping request for the IP address about every 6 seconds.

(iv) SSL/TLS Traffic: During the experiment that take 20

hours of mixed idle and live streaming traffic, only ssl/tls

traffic was between www.seedonk.com at TCP port 443. This

was a very small percentage (0.2%) of the overall traffic, about

117 packets out of 51k packets. From the small amount of en-

crypted traffic we deduced that the JPEG/MJPEG image/video

files are not being sent via encrypted packets, otherwise we

would have more ssl/tls traffic in our packet captures.

List of Cipher Suites that are supported by the NetCam

are presented in Client Hello message of SSL/TLS

Handshake. NetCam opens a TLSv1.0 connection

with the server. NetCam supports 46 different Cipher

Suites; where TLS ECDHE RSA WITH AES 256 CBC SHA

is the first one in the list. Second cipher in the

list is; TLS ECDHE ECDSA WITH AES 256 CBC SHA and

TLS DHE RSA WITH AES 256 CBC SHA is the third one. From the

list the 3rd one is chosen by the www.seedonk.com server at

the other end of the TLSv1.0 connection. There are also 25

different elliptic curves supported by NetCam.

The server certificate of www.seedonk.com presented to

a NetCam during SSL/TLS handshake when connected

at port 443, reveals some noteworthy information. The

certificate is purchased from a company named Comodo

Group out of Great Britain, and the product name is

”PositiveSSL Multidomain”. The interesting information

is found at the extensions part of the certificate. X.509

extension id-ce-subjectAltName contains 13 different

domain names that this certificate applies to. These domain

names are; app.isecurityplus.com, belkin.isecurityplus.com,

seedonk.com, cloud.seedonk.com, cn.seedonk.com,

netcam.belkin.com, server.seedaycare.com, wnc.linksys.com,

swann.isecurityplus.com, www.isecurityplus.com,

www.swannsmart.com, zyxel.isecurityplus.com. The list

of domain names reveals the connection between different

wireless IP camera manufacturers and cloud storage

companies that are working together, such as; Zyxel,

LinkSys, Belkin, SwannSmart, Seedonk, SeedayCare and

iSecurityPlus. This shows that the issues found with the

NetCam used in our test-bed can be generalized to several

other similar devices.

(v) Owner and Camera Information Leak: As mentioned

in the above section and depicted in Figure 3, camera opens a

connection to cloud server at port 4104 and keeps it alive.

The packet sent by camera to the cloud server right after

the TCP handshake contains detailed information in clear-text.

The contents of the TCP packet lists the following; OWNER

followed by a string which is the registered username of

the camera owner that is chosen during initial camera setup;

PASSWD followed by username concatenated with 4 digits,

even though the provided value is not the correct password;

MAC followed with the unique MAC address of the IP camera;

LIP followed by the local IP address of the camera behind the

wireless home router; LPORT assigned to the local port that

NetCam is using; UIP and UPORT assigned to 0 because the

IP camera does not have publicly accessible IP address; AES

followed by 16 hexadecimal bytes; SIZE which is followed by

the 2 different JPEG image sizes that camera supports such as

640x480 and 320x240; VER followed by the currently running

firmware version of the camera; VFK which denotes the Video

Flicker Rate such as 60 Hz; PTZ pan-tilt-zoom capability;

AUD if audio is enabled or not; FPS that is the currently

selected Frames Per Second rate for MJPEG stream; ROTATE

whether the image should be rotated or not; IRS infra-red

lights on or off; QTY denotes the quality of the video in the

range 1 to 5.

(vi) Reconstructing unencrypted MJPEG stream: Assum-

ing that JPEG-MJPEG streams are not encrypted, as a first

attempt we have tried to reconstruct the images that NetCam

sends to the cloud with an open-source forensics tool called

Xplico [12]. Xplico is used designed to reconstruct images,

audio, video, pdf and many other document types from a

network capture such as a pcap file. In our case, Xplico

was not able to reconstruct or detect any JPEG or M-JPEG

file that are embedded into NetCam communication with the

cloud server. Even though Xplico was not successful in this

attempt, we wanted to take a closer look and examine the

traces manually with the help of Wireshark tool. Since JPEG

images are always sent in multiple TCP packets due to the size

of a JPEG file, we looked for packets carrying the maximum

amount of data in the TCP data payload section. Maximum

Transmission Unit (MTU) for today’s networks is 1500 bytes,

thus we expected to find binary JPEG image data in TCP

packets with sizes closer to MTU. Using a Wireshark Display

Filter, we obtained the big enough packets (frame.len>=1000)

that has the source IP of NetCam that are not ssl or telnet

packets.

These filters left us with packets that are destined to a

specific IP address, which was in 64.62.206.0/24 range, at

specific TCP port 4103. This is the same machine that NetCam

have been keeping the connection alive at all times by periodic

TCP [PSH,ACK] packet exchange through TCP port 4104, as

detailed above and depicted in Figure 3. TCP 4103 port is reg-

istered as Braille Protocol (brlp-2) by IANA in the User Ports

Range [13]. Several known port assignments databases [5], list

the TCP 4103 port as used by NVR/CCTV/DVR software.

This might possibly imply that our NetCam is sending the

images (JPEG) and video (M-JPEG) to a Network Video

Recorder software that is running on the cloud servers. Sus-

pecting that this TCP flow might contain the unencrypted raw

image bytes, we searched amongst the remaining packets with



the following additional filter equations;

tcp contains ff:d8:ff or tcp contains ff:d9

Above filter searches for the TCP packets that carry a

payload containing special JPEG marker bytes; also known

as JPEG Magic Numbers [9]. JPEG data is stored as a stream

of blocks, and each block is identified by a marker value. The

most important JPEG markers to recover the hidden images

in the packets of the TCP flow are the JPEG Start Of Image

(SOI) marker, FF D8 FF and End Of Image (EOI) marker,

FF D9.

We wrote a Python script that first goes over the pcap trace,

using a library named dpkt [6], to extract and append to a

binary file. Script only extracts the TCP payload of a packet

if it contains the local IP of NetCam as Source IP, 4103 as a

Destination Port and if the TCP payload length is greater than

0. Then the second part of the script reads the extracted binary

data 1 byte at a time to check for JPEG SOI marker bytes.

Once marker is found, it appends the upcoming bytes to a

separate JPEG file until the JPEG EOI marker is encountered

and at that time current JPEG file is constructed. In our 20 hour

live and idle trace, this script reconstructed 253 JPEG images.

Figure 4 shows one of the resulting reconstructed images.

Fig. 4. Reconstructed JPEG file from Wireshark trace

The reason Xplico tool couldn’t reconstruct the images is

because the JPEG images were always preceded by 32 bytes

that carry some encoded information about the connection

including the NetCam’s owner’s username. By hiding the

JPEG SOI marker behind some random or implicit data bytes,

NetCam might have expected to secure the image stream

however security by obscurity is no security at all. Since these

images are reconstructed from the data going to a remote

server, anyone in between sniffing the packets would be able

to reconstruct them, which is a serious privacy issue.

(vii) Vulnerability Scanning NetCam: We have used Open-

VAS [2] and Nessus [18] vulnerability scanners in a Kali

Linux [17] virtual machine running on VirtualBox [4] and

made them scan NetCam for known vulnerabilities. They have

found several problems with NetCam such as open ports,

default/weak credentials. The most severe vulnerability found

by the scanners was the “HTTP Brute Force Logins with

Default Credentials”. Scanners found out that the HTTP server

running on the TCP port 80 was using default login credentials

admin:admin. The next less severe vulnerability listed by the

scanners was “TCP Timestamps: RFC1323 is implemented”

which means an attacker can compute the uptime leading to

other attacks. The remaining vulnerabilities such as; “ICMP

Timestamp Detection”, “OS Fingerprinting”, “Telnet: Detect

Server Type and Version” and “HTTP: Detect Server Type and

Version” were listed as having zero severity.

IV. CONCLUSION

With widespread use, security of IP Cameras emerges as

an important issue. However, there is very little work done

on security of these devices. In this paper, we investigate

security and privacy issues of a cloud-based wireless IP-

camera: NetCam. We chose NetCam because of its ease of

setup and use as well as low cost, which makes it a potential

item for home-networks. We have captured and investigated

the traffic generated by this device, both in idle and during

live streaming to a mobile device over the cloud. We explored

the security precautions taken from the manufacturers of IP-

cameras and evaluated the access control mechanisms in place.

We used a variety of open source and non-commercial tools

in our investigation. We identified many security issues in

using these devices ranging from minor to severe issues. We

were able to reconstruct unencrypted JPEG images sent over

the network using packet capture traces. In conclusion, we

show that recently popular and easy to set-up, easy-to-use

cost effective cloud connected wireless IP cameras are not

implementing security and privacy as they should.
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